We use SENTAURUS DEVICE simulation passivated emitter and rear cell (PERC) and passivated emitter and rear, totally-diffused (PERT) Injection-dependent carrier lifetimes can also strongly influence the fill factor and weak light performance of solar cells. To focus on the effect of the device architecture alone, we present here simulations with essentially injection industrial cell architecture with full-area BSF loses about 1.7 % efficiency and the similar PERT cell structure loses 1.4 % to 1.6 %, depending on wafer quality. The PERC cells suffer only 1.2 % to 1.5 % loss of efficiency at 1/10 sun. The lower losses for PERC solar cells result from the fact that at lower illumination intensity the relatively high resistance of PERC cells is less significant. We furthermore find that only for PERC solar cells the optimum wafer doping concentration depends on the illumination intensity.
Introduction
Standard solar cells are typically charac -in regions where the AM1.5G spectrum is supposed to be the standard illumination -such as central Europemost of the times solar modules in the field operate under much lower light intensity. Here we present SENTAURUS DEVICE simulation results about the influence of weak light conditions on the [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] -diffused [7, 8] solar cells. In our study we simulate all of these solar cell structures for p-type material to focus on the effect of the device architecture. In industrial application, PERT solar cells are primarily investigated for n-type wafers [9] [10] [11] [12] in order to avoid the recombination from boron-oxygen-complexes.
We simulate the performance for wafer resistivities in the range from 0.04 -and low-quality wafers, respectively, including boron-oxygen-related recombination. All diffused layers were modelled with a sheet resistance of 80 % and 20.9 %. We find peak efficiencies of 20 % (standard cell), 20.6 % (PERC) and 20.9 % (PERT) under AM1.5G together with the same generation profile for all structures. Assuming the same generation profile slightly favours the standard cell design compared to the more advanced rear passivated PERC and PERT cells. At 1/10 intensity the standard cell loses ~1.7% efficiency, the PERT cell loses 1.4% to 1.6%, depending on wafer quality, and the PERC cell 1.2% to 1.5% (same generation profile for all structures). 
Model
In 2-dimensional numerical simulations using SENTAURUS DEVICE, we calculate the currentvoltage (IV ( ) characteristics of standard industrial solar cells and of advanced PERC and PERT solar cells V V and determine the typical performance parameters such as efficiency, open circuit voltage, short circuit current, fill factor and series resistance as a function of the base doping concentration. We compare the weak light performance of these cell designs in the resistivity range of 0.04
In commonly used p-type Czochralski-grown silicon (Cz-Si), boron-oxygen-related recombination centres limit the bulk lifetime [13] and therefore the overall cell performance. Injection-dependent lifetime measurements show that the lifetime limiting boron-oxygen-related recombination centre can be described by one midgap (0.41 eV below conduction band) centre after Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH). [14, 15] , Schmidt et al. [16] provided a parameterization for the upper limit of experimentally observed carrier lifetimes. This parameterization relates to the cured state and is given by following formula [16] : (1) in μs and N A N in cm -3 . Without considering other recombination paths, this formula implies for lowlydoped material an unrealistically high SRH limit to the bulk lifetime, e.g. 191 ms for N A N = 10 14 cm -3 . In practice, not only Auger recombination and radiative recombination limit the bulk lifetime to much lower values, but also other additional SRH recombination via crystal defects and r simulations in the following . Injection-dependent carrier lifetimes, such as also observable in Fig. 2a , can strongly influence the fill factor and weak light performance of solar cells. This injection dependency is actually a very important parameter for detailed studies in the low-level injection regime. In particular for low-quality material one often observes a decrease of the carrier lifetime towards low injections. This decrease is often found to extend much further [17] compared to the boron-oxygen recombination described by Bothe et al. [13] . However, this effect is very specific to the chosen material and depends on
In our study we want to focus on with no further injection dependence of the carrier lifetimes. The same injection independency was assumed for the surface recombination velocity. Thus, in addition to the SRH recombination induced by the boronn = p . We call the μs = n = p -recombination with 10 ms = n = p - In Fig. 2b the actually used lifetime as a function of the base doping concentration is plotted for high-(blue) and low-quality (red) material. Since all of the simulated solar cells operate at a maximum power point around 550 mV, the continuous lines provide the lifetimes for this operating voltage. For = 10 15 cm -3 . All cells + emitter covered by a SiN x layer and 70 μm wide metal fingers with an index of 2 mm. The rear of the standard industrial cells was modelled with a measured Al-BSF profile [18] and an adapted fix lifetime of 7 ns within the Al-BSF. The lifetime has to be adapted, to fit the experimentally observed value of 650 fA/cm² for the saturation current density. [19] For the PERC cells we chose a rear side BSF line index of 1 mm. Local BSF lines have a shallower doping profile [20] and higher J 0e value compared to full-area BSF layers. We use 4 μm doping depth with a J 0e = 900 fA/cm². [21] The values of the contact resistivity (55 m cm²) at the local Al-BSF fingers were taken from references [22] and [23] .
For the PERT cells we choose a 49 rear side contact fingers. The rear sides of the PERC and the PERT cells have a surface recombination according to a passivation by Al 2 O 3 /SiN x stacks, which show very low surface recombination. [24, 25] Note that the surface recombination velocity of Al 2 O 3 passivation on p-type silicon is virtually injection independent and therefore typically does not cause significant loss of solar cell efficiency at low illumination intensities. The PERT solar cell shows the highest efficiencies (20.9 %), followed by the PERC cell (20.6 %) and the standard cell (20 %). We assumed the same generation profile for all cell structures. That slightly favours the standard cell, which usually suffers from the absence of a rear passivation.
Results and discussion
However, the wafer doping dependence of both, the standard industrial cell with full-area Al-BSF and the PERT cell, show qualitatively very similar characteristics: For high-quality material both cell designs show highest efficiencies at very low base doping. Only for low-quality material a clear preference develops for doped wafers in standard cells and PERT cells, because the doping reduces the saturation current density (J 0 ) of the bulk and thus ensures high V OC values.
For PERC solar cells, low wafer doping is not preferred. Even for high quality material the efficiency lowly-doped base limits the FF for these cells. When changing to low-quality material, the decrease of PERC cell efficiency towards high wafer resistivities becomes even more pronounced. In this case, the saturation current density contribution of the base volume becomes large, just as in the case of the standard and of the PERT cell. In addition, the FF limitations from the electrical transport through the high resistivity base are further amplified since the low-quality material makes the cell operate at lower voltages, which in turn leads to lower carrier densities in the bulk. For all types of cells investigated here, at higher base doping (above 10 16 cm -3 ), the boron-oxygenrelated SRH lifetime described with equation (1) becomes a limiting factor of the cells and reduces V oc . In addition J sc drops for base doping above 10 16 cm -3 (not shown here). Table I summarizes the change of cell efficiency between 1-Sun and 0.1-Sun illumination intensity. All cells operate less efficiently under 0.1-Sun than under 1-Sun . The losses for PERC solar cells are smallest since the relatively high series resistance of PERC cells is less relevant at lower illumination intensity. In our simulations we find for almost all cases that the optimum wafer doping for the solar cells does not depend on the illumination intensity. Only for PERC solar cells made from highquality material we find that the optimum doping concentration depends on the illumination intensity.
